We introduce the concept of the Grassmann real form of an arbitrary matrix supergroup and of its Lie superalgebra. This new notion includes as special cases the ordinary real forms (considered and classified by Serganova) but it is more general. Indeed, the Grassmann real forms are characterized by certain Lie superalgebra automorphisms of order four, while the ordinary real forms by those of them who are moreover of the order two. As an example, we consider the classical series OSp(2r, s, l C). We classify all Grassmann real forms on the superalgebra and supergroup level. It turns out, that for every values of parameters r and s there is precisely one compact Grassmann real form whose characteristic automorphism does not have the order two.
Introduction
There are essentially two ways of regarding the structure called a Lie superalgebra in literature. Either it is a Z 2 -graded vector space over a field (typically l C or IR) equipped with a so-called supercommutator or it is a graded module over an even part of an auxiliary Grassmann algebra equipped with an ordinary commutator. The first point of view was used e.g. by [5] in her work on real forms of Lie superalgebras, while the second one was introduced by [1] with the goal to give solid mathematical foundations of some constructions introduced previously in theoretical physics. Those two ways are related, but, in fact, there are not completely equivalent. For this reason, we shall refer to the first structure as a "Lie superalgebra" and to the second one as a "Grassmann The plan of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we define the concept of Grassmann real forms and we show that every automorphism of order four of a numerical complex Lie superalgebra gives the Grassmann real form of its corresponding Grassmann Lie algebra. This implies, in particular, that the numerical real forms of Lie superalgebras (characterized by automorphisms of order two) induce the Grassmann real forms of their corresponding Grassmann Lie algebra.
The definition of the concept of supergroup in its numerical and Grassmann version is presented in section 3. We adopt the point of view of graded commutative Hopf superalgebras. We show how a numerical Lie superalgebra and a Grassmann Lie algebra are attributed to the numerical Lie supergroup and Grassmann Lie supergroup, respectively. Then we define the concept of the real form in the supergroup setting.
In section 4, we describe the construction of the complex numerical (Grassmann) OSp(2r, s, l C) supergroups and their complex numerical (Grassmann) osp(2r, s, l C) Lie superalgebras. We give the complete classification of the Grassmann real forms on the algebra level and we lift them to the corresponding Grassmann real forms on the supergroup level.
Real forms of Grassmann Lie algebras
Let us recall the definition of Lie superalgebras and their real forms: 
Definition 2.1 : A Lie superalgebra G over IR(l C) is a Z 2 graded vector space over IR(l C
where u, v, w ∈ G and λ, µ ∈ l C or IR following G is a complex or a real vector space. We have also the convention that |u| = 0 (1) when u ∈ G 0 (G 1 ). We recall now the definition of the Grassmann algebra in order to define the structure of Grassmann Lie algebra. A Grassmann algebra Λ over K (K = IR, l C) is an associative algebra generated over K by a finit number of even generators a i and odd generators α j such that a i a j − a j a i = 0, a i α j − α j a i = 0 and α i α j + α j α i = 0. The gradation is given by |a i | = 0, |α j | = 1 and |ab| = |a| + |b| for a, b ∈ Λ. So we define the notion of complex Grassmann Lie algebra [1] : Definition 2.3 : Let Λ be a complex Grassmann algebra and let a complex Lie superalgebra S be a graded bimodule over Λ with the following compatibility of the module and the superalgebra structures: 
Definition 2.2 : Consider a Lie superalgebra
Definition 2.5 : Let Λ be a complex Grassmann algebra. A map λ →λ, λ,λ ∈ Λ is called a graded conjugation if it holds: 
Definition 2.7 : Consider a complex Grassmann Lie algebra G e over Λ, where Λ is equipped with the graded conjugation. A graded real form of G e is any antilinear graded involutive automorphism θ g of the underlying superalgebra G.
The "graded involutive" means that θ 2 g (x) = (−1) |x| x, x ∈ G and "antilinear" xλθ (x)λ for every x ∈ G and λ ∈ Λ.
The result of our analysis is as follows: the graded real forms of Grassmann envelopes of a complex numerical Lie superalgebra G are classified by antilinear automorphisms of G of order four with involutive restriction on the even part of G. Fortunately, the classification of the automorphism of order four (and two) , which are of order two on the even part of the complex Lie superalgebra, is achieved by Serganova (see [5] ) for all complex simple Lie superalgebras , hence also for osp(2r, s, l C). 
where
A basis of this graded linear space is:
A good automorphism of order four which fullfils the Definition 2.7 is:
where the supermatrix η is:
After computation we find: 
Note that we have: ; Λ) are therefore of the form:
where r, a ∈ Λ 0 with r = r and α ∈ Λ 1 .
Real forms of Grassmann Lie supergroups
It is said standardly, that the structure of a Lie algebra is the linearization of that of Lie group. Thus, with the advent of Lie superalgebras, there arose a question: Of what kind of a nonlinear objects they are the linearizations? Here we construct such nonlinear objects (called Lie supergroups) working in the framework of graded commutative Hopf superalgebras (see e.g. [3] ). However, this is not the only possible way and there are many authors who first define the concept of supermanifold and then the supergroup as the supermanifold equipped with some additional structure. Why we have chosen the Hopf approach? Because it is more algebraic and the problem posed and studied in this paper is essentially algebraic. Of course, we are totally committed to the mathematical rigour and we cannot ignore the analytical aspects of the investigated structures if they are present. However, we take the liberty to work with the simplest and mathematically rigorous "nonlinearization" of the concept of the Lie superalgebra. Thus the following definition introduces the term Lie supergroup 2 :
Definition 3.1 : Let U be a finitely generated Grassmann algebra over l C (with p even and n odd generators) which is also the graded bialgebra (i.e. U is equipped with a graded coproduct ∆ and a graded counit ε that are both algebra homomorphisms). Suppose that J is (a possibly trivial) ideal of U which is in the same time the coideal and suppose that we define an antipode S on the factor bialgebra U/J. Typicaly J is generated by polynomials relations. The Hopf superalgebra (U/J, S) will be referred to as polynomial Lie supergroup over l C and denoted suggestively as Hol l C (G) for reasons to become clear soon. To every polynomial Lie supergroup Hol l C (G) over l C can be canonically associated a Lie superalgebra G over l C realized as the graded vector space of linear operators from Hol l C (G) to Hol l C (G) verifying the graded Leibniz rule (17a) and the invariance condition (17b):
The Lie superbracket on G is then given by
Now, we define the notion of real form of a Lie supergroup.
Definition 3.2 : Let Hol l C (G) be a polynomial Lie supergroup over l C. A real form of Hol l C (G) is an even map σ from Hol l C (G) to Hol l C (G) such that:
with u i the generators of Hol l C (G), x, y ∈ Hol l C (G) and λ, µ ∈ l C.
Remark 3.2 : σ is nothing that the generalisation to the supersymetric setting of the star structures on Hopf algebras defined for instance in [2].
We now demonstrate the theorem which shows that each real form σ of a polynomial Lie supergroup Hol l C (G) (cf def 3.2) gives rise to a real form θ (cf def 2.2) of its Lie superalgebra G.
Theorem 3.1 : Let σ be a real form of the polynomial Lie supergroup Hol l C (G). Define the map θ on the Lie superalgebra G over l C (consisting of the right invariant superderivations of Hol l C (G)) by the formula:
Then θ is the real form of G.
PROOF. We have to show that θ is an automorphism of the Lie superalgebra G which is involutive and antilinear. i) antilinearity:
ii) automorphism property:
iii) involutive:
Here we have used the following properties of σ: σ(zx) =zσ(x), σ(σ(x)) = x, with x ∈ Hol l C (G). The theorem is thus proved. Now, we turn to the notion of the Grassmann envelope of the polynomial supergroup Hol l C (G) over l C. We would like to generalize the Definition 3.2 to the Grassmann case. This means that we want to define real form of Hol Λ (G). We have previously see that the Grassmann algebra could be endowed with two conjugations of different kind. It is therefore not surprising (cf the Lie algebra case) that we have two different notions of the real forms of Hol Λ (G) according to which conjugation is put on Λ. 
Definition 3.3 : The Grassmann envelope of Hol l C (G) = U/J is the following quotient
with u i the generators of Hol l C (G), x, y ∈ Hol Λ (G) and λ, µ ∈ Λ.
Definition 3.5 : Let a Grassman Lie supergroup Hol Λ (G) where Λ is equipped with a graded conjugation. A graded real form of Hol
Remark 3.3 : Let Λ a Grassmann algebra equipped with a normal conjugation. A real form σ of a polynomial Lie supergroup Hol l C (G) which fullfils the properties of Definition 3.2 gives rise to a normal real form on the Grassman envelope Hol
by taking σ n (λx) = σ(x)λ for every x ∈ Hol l C (G) and λ ∈ Λ.
Remark 3.4 : Let Λ a Grassmann algebra equipped with a graded conjugation. And letσ be a graded antilinear automorphism of the Hopf superalgebra
Hol l C (G) i.e. it fullfils the properties of Definition 3.5 except that λ, µ are complex numbers. Thenσ gives rise to the graded real form of the Grassmann envelope Hol Λ (G) of Hol l C (G) by taking σ g (λx) =λσ(x) for every λ ∈ Λ and x ∈ Hol Λ (G). 
Remark 3.5 : There are two equivalent ways to associate a Grassmann Lie superalgebra S (and so a Grassmann Lie algebra) to a polynomial Lie supergroup Hol l C (G). The first one consists to define the Grassmann envelope
which give the link between the generators u i and v i such that:
where x, y ∈ Hol Λ (G) ⊗ Λ aHol Λ (G) and λ ∈ Λ. While when Λ is equipped with the graded conjugation the link between the generators u i and v i is given by the map ‡ :
(λx)
where x, y ∈ Hol Λ (G) ⊗ Λ aHol Λ (G) and λ ∈ Λ. In this section we apply to OSp(2r, s, l C) the previous notions i.e. we introduce the polynomial supergroup of OSp(2r, s, l C) over l C and its Grassmann envelope as well as the normal and graded real form of the Grassmann envelope of OSp(2r, s, l C).
Normal and graded real forms
The polynomial Lie supergroup Hol l C (OSp(2r, s, l C)) over l C is the Hopf superalgebra (see [3] ):
Hol l C (OSp(2r, s, l C)) = M 2r,s /I.
(44) M 2r,s is the standard matrix superbialgebra over l C. Let us recall its definition. M 2r,s is the graded commutative superalgebra of polynoms over l C in the generators u ij with i, j = 1 . . . 2r + s. The gradation of the generators is |u ij | = |i| + |j| and |i| = 1, |j| = 0 for respectively i = 1 . . . 2r and j = 2r . . . 2r + s. We have also u ij u mn = (−1) (|i|+|j|)(|m|+|n|) u mn u ij . Moreover M 2r,s is equipped with the following coproduct and counit:
such that M 2r,s is a graded commutative superbialgebra over l C. On the other hand, I is the following ideal of superbialgebra over l C generated by the polynomials relations (see [3] ):
Where J is the matrix:
1 s is the unity square matrix of size s and J 2r is the matrix:
Finaly we equip Hol l C (OSp(2r, s, l C)) with the antipode
So we are in the framework of the definition 3.1 i.e. Hol l C (OSp(2r, s, l C)) is a polynomial Lie supergroup. Now we have the polynomials functions over l C on the supergroup OSp(2r, s, l C), we can construct the Grassmann envelope Hol Λ (OSp(2r, s, l C)) over Λ following the Definition 3.3. Now, consider the following automorphism of order two on Hol l C (OSp(2r, s, l C)):
Their extension on Hol Λ (OSp(2r, s, l C)) (as explained in the Remark 3.3) fullfil the relations (29) to (34). So they define a normal real form of Hol Λ (OSp(2r, s, l C)) (cf Definition 3.4). The following automorphism
are of order four and their extension on Hol Λ (OSp(2r, s, l C)) (cf Remark 3.4) fullfil the properties (35) to (40). So they define a graded real form (cf Definition 3.5). We have used the notations:
where the matrix J 2k and I l n are respectively:
Now we give the proof of one of the fondamental results of this article: [5] ) for the Lie superalgebra osp(2r, s, l C) over l C.
PROOF. : The proof is computational. We know that σ A 
Compact real forms
The even part of the supergroup OSp(2r, s, l C) is the group Sp(2r, l C) × O(s, l C). The real forms θ g (θ n ) of OSp(2r, s, l C) gives rise naturaly (by restriction) to two ordinary bosonic real forms of O(s, l C) and Sp(2r, l C). If those ordinary real forms are both compact, we say that the original real form θ g (θ n ) of the supergroup OSp(2r, s, l C) is compact. Let us look for the compact real forms of OSp(2r, s, l C) in our list of the automorphism σ A of OSp(2r, s, l C) are never compact. This can be see already at the Lie superalgebra level by using the results of Serganova (see [5] ). The even part of the set of fixed points of σ A p 2r,s in osp(2r, s, l C) is:
while for σ B 2p 2r,s
we have:
Among the real forms σ C 
and the set of fixed points in osp(2r, s, l C) is:
